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Are your teeth what they used to be?
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gave her back a properly
restored mouth.
When Anne came to our
office, she knew she was
a grinder, but she had no
idea how bad it had gotten.
She had very flattened front
teeth and many of her old
fillings and crowns were
worn down and had no anatomy. She started experiencing muscular tension in her
temples and jaw and even
headaches that were occurring more and more frequently. When we explained

Summer
Concert Series
outdoor concerts at
The Great Estate
Summer sizzles at Meadow Brook with live cool concerts at The Great Estate
featuring local musicians. The evening includes light hors d’oeuvres,
a cash bar and more.
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ADMISSION IS $30 PER PERSON RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED.
CONCERTS BEGIN AT 7 P.M. AND CONCLUDE AT 9:30 P.M.
August 10 – Ben Sharkey
Ben Sharkey has been delighting fans worldwide with his romantic
style and velvet vocals on old swing and jazz standards that would
make old Blue Eyes himself green with envy. He is often compared
to contemporaries like Michael Bublé and Harry Connick, Jr.

August 24 – Dave Bennett
A multi-instrument phenomenon, Dave Bennett is a clarinet virtuoso
who plays electric guitar, piano, drums and vocalizes. He performs
music from the Swing Era to early Rockabilly and Country, to Elvis
Presley, the Beatles and more.
Call (248) 364-6252 or visit meadowbrookhall.org to make a reservation.
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Many
times in life
we accommodate, but
we accommodate at a
price. I have
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Many things can
damage your teeth. These
parafunctional habits
and conditions can include:
1.
2.

Grinding at night
Clenching during
the day
3. Clenching and
grinding at night
due to snoring
and sleep apnea
4. Older fillings and
crowns breaking
down with age
5. Acid reflux
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